Positive Behaviour Policy – Connecting Process

**Positive Comments** - Staff to input on sims with green flag for tutors to read out during form time. Or give out yellow slips to students who must hand to formtutor to signing and recording then hand back at end of week.

**Star of the week** - All positive comments are recorded on a tally sheet on form room board. Any negative comments will result in one being taken away. The person with the most positive comments by end of the week wins the homeroom canteen token. (Drink and small item - flapjack etc)

**Cream teas with Head** - Form tutors nominate 2 people from their group to meet the Head for Tea. Head teacher to serve Tea and Scones to students and discuss with them the reasons for their nominations and recognise their work. Head to give them commendations for their hard work.

**Student Societies** - All staff may nominate students to attend a student society. These must be exceptional students who are ALWAYS exceptional. List is then sent to all staff who can ask for name to be removed if behaviour is not the same in their class. These students then attend a Student Society for one PSHE session per week for 5 weeks. The process then starts again. (Please note Student Society Leaders Stay the same for the year)
Rationale:

**Positive Comments**

Given to form tutor – this acts as reinforcement. Students receive praise from their classroom teacher and then receive it again in front of form.

Also gives more information to tutors about a student’s progress in other subject areas.

Students also receive something that they can take home and share with parents about their good work spreading news about good work at the college.

Heads of department, Heads of year also are given Commendations to hand out to people that have been performing well. These should given out at least once per half term.

**Star of the Week:**

Positive comments become a competition and progress can be seen. Then the winner is recognized and receives something physical – the class token. This can then be used in the canteen to buy a small drink and item such as flapjack. Canteen to provide these items at cost price. Flapjack at 8pence, hot drink at 12pence total per form = 20pence. Total expenditure for school: £8.40 per week.

Coordinator to collect and return to homeroom tutor on Wednesdays.

The rest of the Form get to see this person being rewarded and see that it is achievable.

**Cream Teas with Head**

Form Tutors to nominate two people who have been excellent. Head teacher sends these students an official invite letter which is in an envelope and given to form tutors to hand out to nominated students. This letter can then be taken home to show parents.

Students to be taken out of a PSHE session and meet the Head in the Board Room. Here they will be served Tea and Scones by the Head of year and head teacher. The Heads to discuss informally with students their excellent work and hand them a commendation to recognize their work.

**Student Societies**

For those students that have been consistently outstanding staff may nominate them for Student Society Groups. These students must be outstanding. This list is sent round all staff for checking and staff may ask for them to be removed if they have not been performing to a high level in their class. Students then attend a range of clubs for the duration of 5 weeks. One session per week during PSHE time.

This means that these students are missing during one PSHE session and the tutor explains the reason why to the other students.

Students attending the clubs also receive their nomination paper from the teacher that wrote it which they can take home.